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Striving for a Halaal Livelihood

Happiness Captures Love
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Hereafter. May Allah Ta’ala grant us the inspiration and strength to
strive for our sustenance here and the Hereafter. May we follow the

guidance of our Hudaat Kiraam to strive for a halaal livelihood and
garner the sawaab of battle in the path of Allah.

Finance In Fatemi Tayyibi Doctrine

Part 1: How to Avoid Riba (Interest) in Modern Financial Dealings
We are pleased to present
the second article in this series
which explains a selection of
ideas from the PhD thesis submitted to the University of Manchester by Shehzada Dr Abdeali
Bhaisaheb ibn Syedna Khuzaima
Qutbuddin RA. (The PhD was
completed in 2003 with the raza
and doa Mubarak of Syedna
Mohammed Burhanuddin RA).
In this article are the following
sections:
Section 1: What exactly is riba and why is it haraam?
Section 2: How can we transform a riba transaction, which
is haraam, into a trade transaction, which is halaal, through
the ‘Ina contract?
Section 3: Are there instances of Aimmat Tahereen and Duat
Mutlaqeen endorsing ‘Ina and employing the ‘Ina contract?
Section 4: How can the ‘Ina contract be applied in the world
of modern banking?
Below are some excerpts from the article, click here to read
the full article on FatemiDawat.com
...
Riba, is generally translated as ‘interest’ or ‘usury.’ It is
synonymous with the charging of interest on loans. Any difference in the exchange of the item (counter value), that is, an
increase from within itself, is defined as riba.
Imam Mohammad al-Baqir said,
“Every loan that reaps a [material] benefit is riba.”
Source: Daaim al-Islam v.2, p.61.
What does the definition mean? Here are some examples:
1. If gold is exchanged for gold, then the quantities have to
be the same, even if the quality of gold differs, otherwise
it would be interpreted as riba
2. If wheat is exchanged for flour, then the weight of the
wheat and flour should be the same, otherwise it would
be interpreted as riba

3. If gold is exchanged for silver, a quantitative disparity
would be permitted as they are two different substances.
Thus exchanging 1gm of gold for 100gm of silver is permitted and does not constitute riba
...
Riba is prohibited for the following reasons:
1. To protect the borrower from the lender.
2. To prevent exploitation of the weak and needy by the
strong and wealthy.
3. To preserve social equity and welfare.
The relationship between riba, oppression and exploitation
has been proven from ancient Mesopotamian to Babylonian times,
from the Judeo-Christian age to pre-Islamic Arabia, from the zamindari system in ancient India to modern-day moneylenders.
Therefore our deen prohibits riba on account of its exploitative and oppressive potential in unequivocal terms.
....
A man asked Imam Ja’far al-Sadiq AS whether it would be
lawful to exchange a thousand dirhams and a dinar for two thousand dirhams. Money against money.
The Imam replied yes, it is permissible when an instrument of sale is applied (i.e. the ‘Ina contract). The questioner objected. This was obviously
‘fleeing from riba.’ The Imam said,
“Fleeing from haraam to halaal is a
good thing to do….it is fleeing from
wrong (baatil) to right (haqq).” The
venerable Imam – accepted as the last
word in Islamic jurisprudence – did
something more than endorse this transaction where an instrument
was used…He commended the two parties to engage in it!
Source: Daaim al-Islam v.2, pp.38-40; also Mukhtasar al-Athar v.2,
Imam Ja’far al-Sadiq AS approved a device called the ‘Ina
contract which allowed lenders to charge the equivalent of interest,
keeping within the moral and technical bounds of our deen and
Shari’at.
...
Click here to read the full article in eBook and PDF form on
FatemiDawat.com

Announcement & Amal Details

Eid-e-Ghadeer-e-Khum
Bakersfield, CA, USA
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS will lead Zohor Asar Namaz on
the Mubarak Day of Eid-e-Ghadeer-e-Khum (18th Zil Hijja - Monday, 19th September) followed by Waaz in Bakersfield, CA, USA.
Syedna will take Misaq of Mumineen Muminaat on this auspicious
day. Mumineen are invited for Salawaat jaman.
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Mumbai, India - Live Broadcast
Shehzada Abdeali Bhaisaheb Saifuddin will lead Zohor Asar
Namaz on the Mubarak Day of Eid-e-Ghadeer-e-Khum (18th Zil
Hijja - Monday, 19th September) in Iwan-e-Fatemi, Darus Sakina.
Shehzada Saheb will deliver Waaz and take Misaq of Mumineen
Muminaat on this auspicious day at 4.30PM followed by Maghrib
Isha Namaaz. Mumineen are invited for Salawaat jaman.
The Waaz will be broadcast live and will be available for replay using this link.
Other Cities
Masuls, coordinators, will lead Namaaz and Majlis in the
cities listed on the directory page of FatemiDawat.com. Please
contact your local Mas’ul for venue information and further
details (their email address and phone numbers are listed on
this page).
Mumineen are urged to follow these amal details:
1. Mumineen should do roza on the Day of Ghadeer-e-

Click here to read this Sijill Article (35) which explains
some aspects of Syedna alMu’ayyad al-Shirazi Majlis
delivered on the day of Eid e
Ghadeer-e-Khum.
Click here to read this
Sijill Article (86) which nar-

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Khumm. The roza is waajib.
At the time of zawaal (before praying zohor faraz) Mumineen should pray two rak’at shukran lillah followed by
doa. (Click here for PDF)
Then Mumineen should listen to Wasila mubaraka (available on FatemiDawat.com)
Mumineen should pray Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA Qasida written for this occasion “al-Yawma Eid-u-Ghadeer-e
Khummi.” It is published with English translation.
Mumineen should join the live boradcast of Waaz from
Iwan-e-Fatemi, Darus Sakina, Mumbai. The Waaz will be
broadcasted live and will be available for playback using
this link
Those who are unable to do the aforementioned amal
on Ghadeer day, due to illness or Muminaat not praying
namaz, should do the amal (waalwu) – both roza and
namaz – on another day.

rates from last year’s waaz on Ghadeer-e-Khum, when Syedna
Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA explained that Rasulullah declared Nass
in Ghadeer-e-Khum in such a manner and with such wisdom that
he established and instituted the succession of the Imams till the
Day of Judgment.
Click here to read this article which offers a brief historical
setting of Fatimid Cairo and describes the nature and significance
of processions and banquets in Eid-e-Ghadeer-Khum.

Announcement

Ashara Mubaraka 1438H
It is the unique and auspicious tradition of our hudaat that we
begin each year with zikar and noha of Imam Husain SA. And by
the virtue of Imam Husain’s remembrance we receive the barakaat
of ‘ilm of Aale Mohammed SA in the ten days of Ashara Mubaraka.
It is indeed a great ne’mat to receive these barakaat from the Dai of
Imamuz-zamaan. It strengthens and rejuvenates our spirits for the
upcoming year and increases our darajaat in Aakherat.
In 1438H, Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS will deliver Ashara Mubaraka waaz in Mumbai at Iwan-e-Fatemi, Darus Sakina
inshaallah.
Adjusting for school and work during the morning hours,
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS has directed that waaz be held in
the afternoon. From the 2nd to the 9th of Moharram (3 October
to 10 October), waaz Majilis will begin at 3.30PM, followed by
Maghrib Isha namaaz and Niyaz Jaman inshaallah. The timings for
Aashura Day (11 October) will be announced soon.
Mumineen are urged to take the barakaat of Ashara Mubaraka

with Syedna TUS. Syedna TUS
urges community members to
attend the sermons in person.
For those who cannot attend
in Mumbai, London (UK) or
New Jersey (USA), Syedna
TUS has directed that Shehzada Saheb’s sermons be broadcast live
on YouTube, and also be made available for 24/7 online access during the period of Ashara Mubaraka.
Syedna TUS has also graciously given raza for his first
waaz in Ashara Mubaraka 1438H to be broadcast live worldwide.
We will help facilitate accommodation arrangements for
those traveling to Mumbai for the occasion in hotels and other accommodation close to Darus Sakina. Please inform us of your plans
by emailing info@fatemidawat.com. Informing us in advance will
also help us to better plan for the occasion.

1438H Calendar

Fatemi Dawat Hijri Calendar
We are pleased to present a beautifully designed Fatemi Dawat Hijri Calendar for 1438H along with the main miqaats and parallel Gregorian dates. The calendar is presented in printable (A4)
PDF format. We are happy to send versions with namaaz times
for specific cities upon request. Please send your request to info@
fatemidawat.com. We are also working on a csv file of our calendar
which Mumineen can import into their existing calendar on their
PC/MAC or google calendar.
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Annual Report

Shehrullah 1436H – Shehrullah 1437H
We are pleased to present the 1437H Annual Report of Dawate-Hadiyah, the Fatemi Dawat administration of the 54th Dai alMutlaq Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS. Last year in Shehre Ramadan 1436H, Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA instructed the
publication of a report of Dawat activities and the first Fatemi
Dawat Annual Report was published.

3. Philosophy and Vision: The mission, the philosophy and

The aim of the report is two-fold:

4. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA Program: This year was

1.

To promote the development of an efficient, professional, compassionate, sustainable administration that will
grow dynamically and multifold in the years to come,
insha’allah

2.

To inform followers and muhibeen of the Dai al-Mutlaq
about Dawat activities and social welfare programs.
Learning these details, each Mumin will insha’allah be
encouraged to get personally involved in Dawat activities by doing khidmat and contributing their skills and
offering their counsel.

All departments of Dawat have administered many positive projects and worked efficiently to achieve their mission of serving
the 54th Dai al Mutlaq and helping Mumineen. This report explains where Dawat resources are being utilized and describes
this year’s accomplishments. Below is a short summary of each
of the sections in the order they are presented in the report (the
corresponding Annual Report pages are also mentioned).

1. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA Eulogy: Syedna Khuzai-

ma Qutbuddin RA ascended the throne of Dawat upon Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin’s RA wafaat, as the 53rd Dai alMutlaq. For two years and three months—like his namesake
Syedna Qutbuddin Shaheed RA—he established the Imam’s
Dawat with justice, wisdom, temperance and courage. In
that short period of time, he achieved marvels. What Syedna
Taher Saifuddin RA wrote for Maulatuna Fatema SA, Syedna
Fakhruddin TUS said for Syedna Qutbuddin, “each day of
his life equaled another’s lifetime, and his lifetime equaled
an eon...” (Pg 1).

the vision ensures the flourishing and ever-increasing prosperity and perpetuity of Dawat, so that our children, and
their children, and the generations to follow, are guided on
the true path, the Sirat-e-Mustaqeem to goodness and prosperity in this world, and success in the Hereafter... (Pg 5).
the last year of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin in which Maula
departed for the Hazrat Nabawiyya of Imam uz Zaman SA.
In the last months of his holy life, he bestowed Dawat and
its Mumineen, Muminaat and children with a treasure of
barakaat and blessings, while single-handedly securing and
protecting the Dawat from those who have sought to sacrilegiously disfigure its aqida and ilm. In this section are some of
the highlights of Maulana Qutbuddin’s program during the
past year including Ashara Mubaraka, Testimony in Bombay
High Court, Nass on Syedna Fakhruddin, Milad... (Pg 7).

5. Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA Wafaat, Janaza

Mubaraka, Khatmul Qur’an Majlis: On the night of 23
Jumadil Ukhra, 1437H (March 30, 2016), Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin Aqa RA left this world and ascended to the
heavens, to the zumra of Panjetan Paak, Aimmat Tahereen
and Du’at Mutlaqeen. Mumineen around the world were left
grief stricken and heart broken at the wafaat of their most
shafiq bawa.. (Pg 9).

6. Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS Program: The blessed mis-

sion of Syedna is the establishment of Imamuz zaman’s Dawat and the continuation of the great and enduring legacies
of Syedna Taher Saifuddin RA, Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin RA, and Syedna Khuzaima Qutbuddin RA, and to
bring Mumineen closer to the Dawat…. Included in this section are: Khatmul Quran Majlis, First Misaq Majlis, Waaz,
Sabaq, Open Letter, and many other important highlights of
this past year. (Pg 11).

7. Vazaarat Saifiyyah – Dawat Administration: The Vazaarat

2. Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS Short Biography: Al-Dai

al-Ajal al-Fatemi Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS succeeded
our most beloved and forever remembered Syedna Khuzaima
Qutbuddin RA as 54th Dai al-Mutlaq of the Dawoodi Bohra
community on 23rd Jumada l-Ukhra 1437H (30 March,
2016). As Moiz Imam SA said to Syedna Qadi l-Nu’man QR,
“A Maula has passed away, but a Maula remains...” (Pg 3).

Saifiyyah is the central office of Syedna’s Administration.
Its activities are guided by Syedna’s TUS mission to call
Mumineen to Dawat, and to organize community affairs to
fulfill this mission. Vazaarat aims to run efficiently and professionally: a system of meritocracy must be at the core of
the organization…. Included in this section are descriptions
of Legal, Finance, Communication, Ansaar, Outreach, Tadbir
and other departments. (Pg 13).

8. Dawat Knowledge: Syedna’s TUS Dawat is established on

the foundation of divine knowledge and wisdom. Throughout the years, each Imam, and his Dai in the Imam’s seclusion, has ascended the throne of Dawat - a throne not made
of rubies and gold, or wealth and power, but a throne of di-
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11. Outreach and Building Bridges: Syedna Qutbuddin RA and

his successor Syedna Fakhruddin TUS have directed that Dawat and Mumineen build ties of friendship and cooperation
with people of all religions and ethnicities, including particularly our fellow Muslim communities, and participate actively in the progress of the nation and of humanity at large. In
this section are short
narrations of events
such as meetings
with the President,
the Archbishop and
other interfaith and
outreach efforts that
have been organized
since the last year.
(Pg 21).

12. Publications: Syedna Qutbuddin RA and Syedna Fakhrudvine knowledge and wisdom…. In this section is a description of Syedna Qutbuddin’s and Syedna Fakhruddin’s waaz,
sabaq, and tasneefat, as well as sabaq and madrasa classes
that have occurred in the last year. (Pg 15).

9. Legal: The cross-examination of Syedna Khuzaima Qutbud-

din RA in the Suit in the Hon’ble High Court of Bombay took
place on the following dates in 2015: April 27, April 28, July
29, July 31, August 3, August 4, August 24, and August 25.
The opposing counsel Mr. Chagla asked more than 600 questions in the course of the testimony. For example... (Pg 17).

din TUS directed that select Dawat related materials be
published in print and online so that Mumineen may benefit
from ilm of Aal-e Mohammad. In this section are descriptions of the 164 publications that have been published since
last year, including Syedna’s tasneefat, books, reports, articles, series, and others. (Pg 23).

13. Global Reach and Volunteers: In this section there are various statistics and
visual representations about Fatemi
Dawat’s world wide
engagement
and
reach including volunteer hours, khidmat teams, FatemiDawat.com
page
views,
YouTube
views, and others.
(Pg 25).

10. Social Welfare Zahra Hasanaat: Zahra Hasanaat aims to
become the primary social welfare organization of the Dawoodi Bohra community. Its mission is to improve the life
of every community member and their families. Ultimately
Zahra Hasanaat aims to help them realize and achieve their
aspirations in the areas of health, education and finance…
In this section are descriptions of the mission, current activities, and goals of each of these sectors in Zahra Hasanaat.
(Pg 19).

To view the full report please visit Fatemidawat.com.

Article’s from Previous Newsletters

Biography and Photo Gallery
Syedna Taher Fakhruddin TUS
Click here to read more

The Arkaan of Hajj
A Photo eBook
Click here to read more

Finance in Fatemi-Tayyibi
Doctrine
Everything that you Wanted to know
about Complex Islamic Finance in
Simple Terms
Click here to read more

This newsletter will inshaallah be published every Friday. It will include the latest news and instructions from Syedna Fakhruddin’s office and will be published in Dawat-ni-zaban
and Gujarati. It will also highlight the latest updates on FatemiDawat.com. Please register to receive the newsletter regularly at info@fatemidawat.com
Sijill is an Arabic word which literally means official letter. It was a term often used in the Fatimid chancery. The name is inspired by the most auspicious letter ‘Sijill-ul-Bisharat’.
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